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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat! This month, let’s talk about #migraine and self compassion. It can be
hard to do! So we’ll share tips to help recognize when and how to show ourselves the same support
we show others. Preview questions & chat tips here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! This month, let’s talk about #migraine and self
compassion. It can be hard to do! So we’ll sh… 

The Chronic Theory  @ZebraOrphans 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! This month, let’s talk about #migraine and self
compassion. It can be hard to do! So we’ll sh… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @beth_morton: 2 hours until #MigraineChat! This month, let’s talk about #migraine and self
compassion. It can be hard to do! So we’ll sh… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
Treating myself with compassion is one of my biggest challenges. 

THEE Suki @freeandclear1 
Well i did it. I was afraid to but the checked the meaning of #NEISvoid. How perfect for today.
#ChronicMigraine #migrainechat #migraine https://t.co/Dhy6wSiWBQ 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
Link in bio to zoomigraine group for UK postcode migraine support hubs. #migraine #Sheffield
#support #ChronicPain #chronicmigraine #NEISvoid #DisabilityTwitter #MigraineChat #migrainetwitter
#spoonie #Sheffieldmigraine #migrainesupport #ukmigraine #migrainewarrior #migraines
https://t.co/WDEBq2hI8g 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! I'm so glad you are here! I hope you’re doing as well as
possible. If it’s your first time joining, take a moment to review the chat tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! I'm so glad you are here! I hope
you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s you… 

Neuron Bot @NeuronBot 
RT @YorkshireMigra1: Link in bio to zoomigraine group for UK postcode migraine support hubs.
#migraine #Sheffield #support #ChronicPain #ch… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here today? Only if you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable (i.e., you do not
need to share anything about your health). I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat host. A little scattered today
after running a last minute errand before another storm. 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton I’m Sage, weirdly mostly on time for once, in the Bay Area in CA. Hi everyone!
#MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton I'm Sari, joining from the wacky intersection of "definite flare" and "but strangely feeling
good, emotionally???" Possibly lurking more than participating today -- we shall see. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Helloooo I am Alex, just took a sip of liquid IV and why does it taste like that 
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While intros continue, a reminder to please *always*: (1) include #MigraineChat in tweets. This is
pretty key: it makes following the conversation easier & helps include them in the transcript. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
(2) start your reply w/A1, A2, etc. corresponding to the Q number (e.g., Q1 A1) or quote tweet.
#MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Hey everyone! I’m Sarah, checking in from California. Been super busy with medical
bureaucratic stuff, some important telemed appointments & could really use a breather! But happy to
be in the #MigraineChat today. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Other reminders: (3) Twitter is public, so keep that in mind as you answer. (4) Please don’t use GIFs
or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine 
@beth_morton Hi everyone! Marina from Parenting With Migraine. Hope everyone’s doing well. Could
totally use self compassion tips! #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Aside from the symptoms themselves, #migraine can have an emotional toll. This month, in honor of
that made-up holiday coming soon, we’ll talk about migraine & self-compassion. Note that if any of the
questions are too personal or triggering, please skip them. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I want to thank @KadashKate & @bisexualturtle for helping craft today's #MigraineChat topic and
questions. They may pop in later to answer. 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Aside from the symptoms themselves, #migraine can have an emotional toll. This
month, in honor of that made-up holiday com… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. In respect to living with #migraine, how do you define self compassion? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/sFYy1QgYXf 
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Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A1. It’s a hard question, which says a lot. But it’s giving myself the time and space to
care for my body and needs without feeling guilty about the other things I’m not doing/have put off
until later so I can recover. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A1: Wow, great question. My immediate thought is: not beating up on myself when
treatments fail, when I need rest, when I cannot “do.” Reminding myself it’s not my fault that I’m in so
much pain. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1. For me it’s extending myself grace and releasing myself from the guilt that
migraine and symptoms can cause when it changes how my day is going. I feel like I try and practice
radical forgiveness. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: Self compassion is accepting that I'll always be in pain & hypersensitive to stimuli
therefore accepting that I'm working through that with everything I do. It's ok to take breaks, use
accommodations, etc. #MigraineChat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1: For me, self-compassion is anything I can think or do to remind
myself that years of chronic migraine were, in fact, a Big Darn Deal & no, I couldn't magically do
everything perfectly to avoid all the downstream consequences. 

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine 
@beth_morton Q1. Being kind to ourselves. Treating ourselves like we would a fellow migraine
sufferer. #migrainechat 

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine 
@beth_morton A1. Being kind to ourselves. Treating ourselves like we would a fellow migraine
sufferer. #migrainechat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: I find it interesting that so many of us mention guilt & forgiveness. I wonder if we
hadn't been gaslit into thinking our migraine is somehow our fault, if we would need to feel this.
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I'm Katie, from the UK, where there are catkins on the trees and the mornings are
starting a tiny bit earlier. #springiscoming #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton This and all the “you’re a bad friend if” type of messaging.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 Yeah. This. Stay tuned for these themes.... #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. How well do you show yourself self compassion: e.g., during a #migraine attack, in regards to
migraine-related limitations, etc.? #MigraineChat https://t.co/sOeNu4mrGx 

Krista @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton Hi everyone, Krista from Illinois. Feeling pretty crummy emotionally and physically.
#MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Kristacatlady Hi Krista. Hugs.  Hoping this helps, but if today's #MigraineChat topic is a little too
raw, it's okay to bow out. 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. I excuse myself to rest with no apologies. I allow myself to not respond to people.
I’m working on letting go of the financial/food trauma of allowing myself to just order something if I
can’t cook. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A1 prioritizing rest and giving myself permission to say no to things that might trigger attackeds but
also sometimes just letting myself have things I know might result in an attack later because they will
bring some joy now, balancing brain and spirit care. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: during a flare, I'm all about self-compassion. Whatever I need to get through it. It's
when my pain is baseline that I get hard on myself. Those are "good days," so I push myself harder
than I should. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A2 I do my best to accept my limitations, cancel any plans, and focus on my treatment.
But sometimes there’s this niggling “well maybe I should suffer through this one work meeting first”
voice in my head that’s hard to ignore. #MigraineChat 

alex  @HemingwayMuse 
@Kristacatlady @beth_morton Hey  big emotions here too today, tweeting from my blanket fort
cuddled with giant bear. Sending you comforting vibes #MigraineChat 

Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. How well do you show yourself self compassion: e.g., during a #migraine
attack, in regards to migraine-related limitat… 

Krista @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton Q2: I try to practice it well. But still feel some self blame for attacks. I am trying to let
go of that. I can be a struggle to practice though. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A2. I feel like I'm fairly good with self-compassion with regards to accommodating
myself, but very not good at self-compassion in self-talk. It's actually a pretty ... uncomfy/disorienting
dichotomy? #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. Believing in my own experience and cutting myself some slack. e.g. Knowing that if I feel like all I
am capable of doing is watching TV it's because all I am capable of doing is watching TV.
#MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Ooof, much this. Pushing myself too hard on good days, precipitating a
flare, is far too common for me. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A2: I honor what my body needs. Before I became chronic, there were times I “pushed
through the pain.” That didn’t serve me then & it definitely doesn’t serve me now. Practicing that is
how I implement self-compassion on my highest pain days. #MigraineChat 
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Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A2 cont. Self-compassion in accommodations is also harder for me when I perceive the
accommodation I need as making things even slightly inconvenient for others. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A1/2. I'll be honest, because I don't have a good definition beyond "being kind to myself," I also mostly
just am not good at doing this. I'm also not *bad* at, though. I'm just unaware! (Does that make
sense?) #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A2 this is a work in progress and how far I have progressed on it sometimes depends on where my
mental health is that day in a more general sense, right now in the midst of a heavier depressive
period, it’s a lot harder. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SMauro1622 Yes! I think this is sort of what I just tweeted but operationalized. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@SMauro1622 I’ve been struggling with this all week. I feel like I’m putting myself first but letting
everyone down in the process. #MigraineChat 

Krista @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton Thank you. You are so kind, Beth. 💜 #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. We are often asked to track our #migraine triggers, only some of which are controllable. Even
doing so, attacks still happen. When a migraine attack starts, are you able to keep from blaming
yourself? How? #MigraineChat https://t.co/JLRf7lTRgk 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton It's hard because sometimes the definition changes. e.g. going on a hike for me can
sometimes be self-compassion for my mental health, sometimes the worst thing I could for my
physical heath. #MigraineChat 

DawnAllsun 🌈    @DawnAllsun 
@beth_morton @MigraineSummit A2. Most times I have no choice but to practice self compassion,
the migraine dictates what I'm able to do. Unfortunately that means absolute quiet, no light, no food,
no motion. Decades of trying to "work through it" taught me this. #MigraineChat 

The Chronic Theory ♿  @ZebraOrphans 
@beth_morton Being in the dark when necessary, resting when I need to and learning to be ok with
it.. #MigraineChat 

Krista @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton Yes, it definitely is relatable on many levels. Operationalizing self kindness is difficult.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse @SMauro1622 This is an interesting observation. Balancing compassion? And
given our sometimes limited energy (phys/mental)... yeah. I get this. #MigraineChat 

The Chronic Theory ♿  @ZebraOrphans 
Great question… #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3. I never really subscribed to this blame thing. It’s a neurological disorder. If it is
*my* fault, I likely decided whatever I did was worth it and I cherish that the choices I made honored
what I needed in those moments. I absolve myself of guilt. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. This depends on the thing I have to miss to focus on self-care. If it was something I wanted to do,
pretty good. If it was something I promised to do for someone else, I really struggle. #MigraineChat 
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Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: I remind myself that a) it's genetic so not my fault, & b) sometimes I misjudge my
migraine threshold. All I can do is learn from it. Beating myself up won't help the pain but learning can
help the pain in the future. #MigraineChat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A3: Now most of my infrequent attacks are triggered by things out of
my control, like weather, but when I had chronic symptoms it was SO HARD to stop second-guessing
myself. Even when I KNEW I hadn't done anything wrong, that emotion lingered. 

Dawn MA NPQSL 💙✖➗➕➖ @mrsdenyer 
@beth_morton That you can't always prevent them and if you do "fail" then be grateful they are not as
bas as they could be/used to be. #migrainechat 

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine 
@beth_morton A2. I’m not good at self compassion. However I’m really good at showing compassion
to others who are having an attack or dealing with the migraine disorder. I’m working hard on showing
the same compassion to myself as I do to others. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton @SMauro1622 My emotional energy is empty, the tank fell out and is behind me on
the path 😭 #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A3. Historically yes, bc I was chronic and having symptoms basically all the time. Now
that I’m out of that cycle and they’re rarer… I’m not sure. If the trigger is weather then yes, but if it’s
unclear I’ll be thinking about my actions wondering if I caused it. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A3. Honestly, being chronic-daily for long enough solved this for me?? With no
possible way to magic-eye-puzzle a cause-and-effect pattern for every attack I just kinda ... stopped
blaming myself. Note - this is not a recommended pathway to self-compassion. #MigraineChat 

The Chronic Theory ♿  @ZebraOrphans 
A2 erm I’m investing in learning to have more self compassion… 😂 it’s difficult when I have so many
things I want to achieve… 

Krista @Kristacatlady 
A3: I do blame myself buf I do also catch myself and remind myself to give myself a break. As Alex
said earlier --give myself grace. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton A3: Many years of therapy have been helpful. I remind myself self-blame is just a story
my mind is telling me. That it’s an old story from early childhood when I was trying to make sense of
something scary and awful and that I can try out other ways of coping. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A3: The honest answer is that I find it difficult to not blame myself, especially since one
of my big triggers (light sensitivity) is also something that I’m told I need to expose myself more to in
order to heal. It’s a cycle of pain that makes me feel “at fault.” #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton A1. self-compassion has changed over the years for me. In a good way. I’ve gone
from being my harshest critic to giving myself softness, and forgiveness. Guilt and shame are battles I
keep winning towards to the war. I love myself the way I should be loved.#migrainechat 

The Chronic Theory ♿  @ZebraOrphans 
A3 I’m good at this one, I have a variety of triggers so I don’t blame myself. Learning to pace in a
different way than my for my mobility has been super helpful. It’s a difficult balancing act. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SMauro1622 Ha, no, it absolutely relieves a little blame when you are chronic-daily and your brain
seems like it is just gonna brain no matter what you do. I did try to find patterns, but there just weren't
any.... #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@ecstillwell @beth_morton Oh yes. I’ve been trying to allow myself to be softer and identify what that
looks like. Which is admittedly very difficult when being hard has kept me safe #MigraineChat 
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Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton This is so incredibly relatable for me. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton @SMauro1622 Right?! Solidarity. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ecstillwell Yay! In Qs 5 & 6, would love all your tips. Stay tuned! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. What do you find hardest about showing yourself compassion; e.g., feeling deserving, recognizing
these opportunities in the moment, a sort of imposter syndrome, etc.? #MigraineChat We're going to
get to more positives... promise! https://t.co/3QFdf7Jh6b 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Or what patterns there are are uncontrollable, so no point in beating yourself up. I
genuinely only track maybe-triggers now as a forecasting tool. #MigraineChat 

Krista @Kristacatlady 
A3b: I am chronic daily so I don't blame for attacks, I self blame for pain spikes. Though one of my drs
reminded me not all spikes are long lasting--to try to ride them out and do what I can to shorten it
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A3. Not really. I tend to invent triggers retrospectively. e.g. "I wonder if that thing (that has never been
a problem for me before and therefore could never have been mitigated) is what tipped me over my
threshold this time (making me to blame)?" #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
Not totally one question related but just theme related, talking about choices and self compassion it’s
so critical that we extend ourselves grace even if the choices we made at the time ended up being
wrong  #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4: For me I think it’s something others have brought up, which is letting *other
people* down. I hate breaking plans/failing to follow through on commitments. I’m used enough to the
effect of my body’s limitations on me, but other folks aren’t/can’t be. #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton Q2. Pacing myself. Allowing myself to rest. Taking medication when I need to. Saying
no when it needs to be said. Giving myself permission for accommodation- dimming lights, etc.
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Kristacatlady This sounds like good mindfulness practice 💜 #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4 I feel alone in it. I thrive off of other people acknowledging what I’m doing but I am
very bad at asking for recognition. I can only pat myself on the back so much. I feel like the strong
friend, which means no one’s there for me until I’m way past help helping #MigraineChat 

becky davies @beckyda81384907 
@beth_morton A4/ I forget how sick I am when in a flair, so when I’m feeling better I can gaslight
myself into thinking it’s not that bad. It’s like the Silence in doctor who, you forget when your not
looking at it #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: like others have mentioned, I hate when my self-care intrudes on others. I have a
lifetime of being the caregiver so this is so hard. #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton A3. Therapy has helped immensely with this question. Many of my triggers are beyond
my control, so that helps. There are still some though! #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@FreshVegetable6 We can troubleshoot Discord after. Thanks for joining #MigraineChat 
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Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton A4: there is a sliver of hope that continues to grow. My ability and willingness to relate
to myself a different way gain traction more and more as I see myself successfully challenging those
old messages and beliefs. (2/2) #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A4: I think there are times where I still need to unpack internalized ableism because
I’ve been hurt by people in my life who made me feel like “a burden” etc. Basically, vanquishing those
voices out of my head & grounding myself in my own inherent worthiness. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A4 remembering to take a step back from comparing myself to others, I do not deserve less care than
other people but understanding this on a deeper than intellectual level is sometimes hard.
#MigraineChat 

Krista @Kristacatlady 
@beth_morton A4: recognizing self compassion is a form of treatment. Meaning laying down, ice,
staying home, being kind to myself help reduce the suffering and pain for me. #MigraineChat 

MigraineCollective @MigraineColl 
Fellow IIHers, please join put this LIVE chat on your calendars! Please retweet! @IihAwareness
@beanfatties @Letafadira @helenabridge1 #IIH #IIHawareness #headache #migraine
#chronicmigraine #migrainecommunity #migrainesupport #migrainehelp #spoonie #migrainechat
https://t.co/p9vkEPDqEs 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A3. I’m MUCH better about this now (10 years into chronic migraine life, now in my
30s). CW for terrible doctors: Several neurologists early on really messed me up on this. One told me
that I “needed to try harder” to exercise daily and not take rescue meds #MigraineChat 

DawnAllsun 🌈    @DawnAllsun 
@beth_morton Q3. I wish I could prevent blaming myself. I think its trauma ingrained. Even if I do
everything right, I sometimes feel like I should have predicted the #Migraine in some way, having had
them most of my life. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. What would it look like if you treated yourself the way you respond to others when they tell you
they are suffering? Considering this, what is something you would like to try to do for yourself this
month? #MigraineChat https://t.co/Eas6gXbXz0 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A4. Self compassion in self-talk and identifying when I need self compassion when I'm
in a state of over-functioning and loose access to the usual signal flags are my two hardest tasks
related to self compassion #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. What would it look like if you treated yourself the way you respond to others
when they tell you they are suffering?… 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@SarahLerner @beth_morton oof, yes. All those years of being treated as a burden lead to some
nasty inner ableist voices. But they lie. We have worth. #MigraineChat 

Krista @Kristacatlady 
@beckyda81384907 @beth_morton I relate to this a great deal. I somehow put that I am quite sick in
the back of my mind. #MigraineChat 

IIH Awareness @IihAwareness 
RT @MigraineColl: Fellow IIHers, please join put this LIVE chat on your calendars! Please retweet!
@IihAwareness @beanfatties @Letafadira @… 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A5 I would be faster to accept my own limitations. When someone else can’t do
something and has to cancel/delay something that affects me, I understand, and even if I might be
slightly personally disappointed I want what’s best for them. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5. I’m going to cut people off more. I’ve been so clear in what I need but as I relax my
boundaries seem to get pushed. I’ve made them for a reason, I owe it to myself to remain firm. I’m
also reaching out more in a variety of ways. #MigraineChat 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
A4. I think it goes back to equating productivity with worth. If you're not "doing", you don't have value.
(I know this is all kinds of wrong but it's a hard myth to shake.) #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@DawnAllsun @beth_morton You’ll get there  every day is hard and sometimes I take it hour by
hour, you deserve the compassion you put back into the world. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A5 I would give myself a lot more permission to rest and to step back from previous commitments
when it is painful and difficult to fulfill them. I am actively trying to ask for help more and sooner, not
present as if I’m OK until I collapse. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton A5: Notice when I start being overly critical of how I’m able to parent my kid bc of
disabling #ChronicMigraine and remind myself that I’m the parent she wants and needs and that she’s
well cared for and loved beyond measure. #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton A4. Worthiness. Do I feel worthy of this self compassion, this kindness, this love?
What value am I bringing? It has been humbling as someone who was always so driven. Learning to
define my worth outside of external factors has been healthy for me #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton (To clarify like in sentences not cut out of my life) I’m only a drama Queen sometimes
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: I would prioritize rest *before I need it* the way I do for others. I'm trying to be
more accepting of my time table to get something done. I wouldn't put such harsh deadlines on
anyone else with migraine, so I deserve the same grace. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A5. Idk about this month, but this week I decided to take extra time for rest after a
particularly awful two weeks. I couldn't predict those two weeks so I couldn't proactively rest, but I can
rest now, even if I'm feeling (slightly) better. #MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton Ohhh yes! I especially have a hard time with self-compassion when it
comes to my fatigue. I understand I can’t do much when I’m in a lot of pain, but I feel like I should be
able to push through fatigue. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeExhausted It sucks to go to a doctor with "another" thing and feel invalidated. "Well, it's
probably just your {insert thing they want to blame without checking too hard}." #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A5 cont. Because I would've told my coworker friend to take a personal day after the kind of weeks
I've had, I decided to take a personal day. I've split it into two half-days, today and Wednesday.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@dianaelee @beth_morton Oh yes. And as you show yourself compassion surely that’ll be something
she sees and learns to implement for herself! Which, isn’t something a lot of parents show.
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@DragonSnapped @beth_morton Same, so much. Fatigue & sleep deprivation are the sx I always try
to push through, much to my detriment. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@melanpops Hi Mel! Read or pop back in later if that's better! Sorry today's not a great day.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. Have you found any practical tools, groups, resources, etc., that help you cultivate self
compassion or to be more mindful/kind to yourself? Please share. #MigraineChat https://t.co/a7tthLCilt 

Sage @sagetoko 
@fabriKatie Oof, absolutely this. #MigraineChat 
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Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A5: Holding space for and/or just validating someone who is going through a tough
time is deeply underrated. As for what I want to do for myself this month: I’ve been so laser-focused
on healing paths, that I want to carve out more time for “simple” joys. #MigraineChat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
@beth_morton A1 if I’m completely honest I haven’t figured this out. I’m still in the why me camp of
hating migraines & why happening to me which isn’t healthy I know but I’m still being diagnosed &
honestly this life can suck although I’m looking for positives in every day #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A5. I would be reassured that lots of tasks are not as important as I believe them to be during an
attack. I would relax, knowing that they can wait until I am better equipped to deal with them.
#MigraineChat 

Snapped Dragon @DragonSnapped 
@beth_morton A4: I’ve improved a lot in self-compassion. However, I struggle with quitting long-term
stuff. For example, my program director wants me to stay in a difficult, unnecessary class and
although withdrawing is the right choice for my body/stress, I feel bad about it #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A6. Idk how much this counts as a practical tip, but I've been making artful (usually
[inelegant] watercolor lettering) self compassion reminder signs and hanging them around the house?
#MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton Hey! I’m Courtney! Just woke up from a nap but it wasn’t as satisfying as I’d like.
MigraIne specialist who also has migraine and very sleep deprived new mom. 😅 #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton A5. Non-judgement. Unconditional love. Reassuring/affirmations. Helping that person.
Telling them not to overdo it. Giving them space to choose their needs- and not feel guilty. For me this
month- sometimes choosing joy over responsibility. #migrainechat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6. I share with hesitancy due to how these things interact with the community. I’m
very spiritual and follow Buddhism and lunar cycles. Practices like yoga and breath work carry into
everything I do and ground much of these questions. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A1: I find it interesting that so many of us mention guilt &
forgiveness. I wonder if we hadn't been gaslit int… 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A6 cont. Your mileage may vary, of course, but taking the time to make something pretty, putting effort
into it, thinking on the concept while I make it, and then seeing it has helped things slowly sink into my
mind. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 cont. engaging with others studying astronomy and digging into self work rooted in
other religions has been a critical part of how I’ve moved through the world since my migraines
became disabling. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse People should take what works and be respectful of what doesn't. I'm very glad
you found what works for *you* and shared that! #MigraineChat

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A1. Reminding myself when I have an attack that I am not obligated to do everything
at the same level as when I’m not symptomatic. That it’s okay to pace myself and take some time to
focus on treating myself. Putting the oxygen mask on first as they say. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@melanpops @beth_morton Oh I remember this deeply. It’s been almost a decade and one thing I
hold onto is that it is OK to say this sucks and sit with that as exactly how it is. Sometimes that is
compassion. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton That’s exactly what my therapist often points out! 💜
#MigraineChat 
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Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A2. Not often enough. I get frustrated with my limitations, particularly during my
prodrome when I’m super fatigued. I’m learning to catch those limitations and recognize them as
migraine so that I can better pace and prepare for the brunt of the attack. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: Any last thoughts? Questions? Related to self compassion, or relevant topics like self care or
mindfulness that we didn’t cover in today’s #MigraineChat? 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: being in nature helps me because I'm just in the moment, fully present, &
connected to my spirituality. Also my dog helps. I give him grace due to his health issues, so it's easier
to transfer that to me too. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A3. Usually I can avoid self blame unless the trigger is something I can typically avoid
(skipping a meal, not hydrating, not getting my daily cup of tea, staying up late). However, all these
things I’m currently more forgiving of given that I have a newborn. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A6 my spiritual practice and the rhythm of ritual are both very helpful to me personally and reminding
me to slow down and treat myself kindly. I also have a stack of cards each with one small kind thing
on it and will pull from that when I need motivation #MigraineChat 

SEDS, Sussex Ehlers-Danlos Hypermobility Syndromes @SEDSHSD 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. In respect to living with #migraine, how do you define self compassion?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/sFYy1QgYXf 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Thanks for focusing on this. In many ways, self-compassion is different from self-care.
We need both to deal with migraine. #MigraineChat 

Power nap @FreshVegetable6 
@beth_morton #migrainechat when a doctor gaslights you for your migraine how do you cope 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton A6. Following migraine advocates on social media has helped immensely- that
community feeling. Therapy. For me- walking on good days, meditation, very modified yoga. Also
communicating my needs to others has helped immensely. I used to hide my conditions with shame.
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thanks you all for being here today. You were so open about your experiences, and shared some
incredible insights and tips. Lots to digest and take away from this #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A6: Getting myself into “small” routines does a lot for me — e.g. stretching every night
before bed, more recently doing my skincare in the AM & PM. Having areas that I can “control”
reminds me that there’s so much outside of my control, if that makes sense. #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton Yes…. I have actually found that my brain still needs a daily dose of caffeine, even the
little amount that is in tea. Not having at least one cup a day has lead to migraine attacks on more
than one occasion. It’s not just love for tea, it’s my personal preventive. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Thanks  I think one thing we could all use is to explore what these topics mean to us
beyond what is sold to us as self care or mindfulness and I think this conversation really opens up that
opportunity #MigraineChat 

smithbrainz @smithbrainz 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A6: Talking with you! And other patient advocates. Knowing it Isn't Just
Me (TM) made a GINORMOUS improvement in my ability to be kinder to myself, to see my life in
context. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. Please consider joining
the Discord #MigraineChat server. When you enter, read & accept the rules (w a ) and all other
channels will become accessible. https://t.co/gTVxhDXZK5 
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Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A4. Knowing it’s genetic, I think the hardest thing I’m dealing with now is knowing I
likely passed it onto my daughter. And there is a lot of guilt with that. 1/2 #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@grrlintersect This reminds me I wanted to invest in an affirmation deck this week. Perhaps I’ll spend
the afternoon looking for one! #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton I just pray that being aware of it and being able to act on it means if/when she does
develop migraine we can treat it promptly. 2/2 #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Thank you for hosting! I have dumped my weird liquid IV and instead shall digest
some waffles. #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton A6/2. To clarify- I felt my yoga practice was torn away from me. And it used to bring
me great inner peace. It has taken me almost 2 years to allow myself to practice very gentle, migraine
friendly yoga & not see it as a failure. Self-compassion is a journey. #migrainechat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
@beth_morton A6. The migraine advocacy community has been so helpful and inspiring to me,
particularly online. The way we all look out for and care for each other is definitely a model of how we
should care for ourselves. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A6. When I'm struggling to decide if/how to treat symptoms, I try telling myself that it's not actually my
responsibility to do the "right" thing. No-one needs that pressure. #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@fabriKatie #MigraineChat A1. Doing what feels right: going back to bed, extra cup of coffee, double
dose of painkiller or Gravol (dramamine in the U.S.) 

DawnAllsun 🌈    @DawnAllsun 
@beth_morton A5. Kind words/deeds, proactive rest. Throughout this global pandemic, I've
struggled/postponed medical needs, I'm sure this is frequent with many of us. This month, I'm working
on getting that care. Have a long overdue Dr appt tomorrow. #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2. Very well! Retired at an early age out of self-compassion. 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Thank you, Beth! #MigraineChat is so helpful every single month. 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@grrlintersect #MigraineChat Sometimes. Sometimes, "I forgot my dark glasses or boysenberry
glasses." "I'm not exercising enough." "I didn't take my meds at exact intervals." "I'm sleeping at weird
times." 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaeNena73 And I sincerely appreciate that you are here every single month! Truly! #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6 It’s a bit self-referential, but I find spending time in the #NEISvoid and with
#MigraineChat folks helps me lots, bc it helps normalize migraine and chronic illness experiences so I
don’t feel like an outlier in how I’m affecting the world and it’s affecting me. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Oh, wow. I love this. Gonna put it on my wall. Seriously. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Thank YOU! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @fabriKatie: A6. When I'm struggling to decide if/how to treat symptoms, I try telling myself that it's
not actually my responsibility t… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Mmmmmm, waffles. My lunch was PB&J, so I'm jelly (pun intended).
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@CSWhiteMD Oof, yeah. Not a parent, but we had a parenting #MigraineChat awhile back. The
transcript should be posted if you want to take a look through it sometime. 💜 

DawnAllsun 🌈    @DawnAllsun 
@beth_morton A6. Time in nature with my dog. We demonstrate love/compassion to one another. 💜
The online #Migraine community has been a wonderful help. Better than any specialist I've met with in
person. Thank you to all who advocate/participate. #MigraineChat

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine 
@beth_morton A3. I remind myself that I have a neurological condition and I have no control over it.
Even when I do everything right, the attacks still happen. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@melanpops @beth_morton Part of self-compassion for me was acknowledging how much this sucks
even as I look for positives. There's a grieving process in being dx with migraine. Sending you love as
you go through it. #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A6 Keeping up to date with research. Avoiding people who are loud or
pushy. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
If you have any issues with this #MigraineChat Discord link, please let me know. I think everything is
fixed. We've had a bunch of new faces. The server is hopping and super friendly!! 💜  

DawnAllsun 🌈    @DawnAllsun 
@beth_morton Thank you, Beth. This was validating. #MigraineChat 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
@beth_morton Great #migrainechat Beth! Thank you so much! 

Parenting With Migraine @ParentWmigraine 
@beth_morton A6. Guided Mediations that talk about self compassion. Love reading all these
responses. #MigraineChat 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A2: It took me a very long time 2 accept my headache condition. 15+ yrs at a guess.
There were so many times when i wud say "why me". So when an attack duz happen now, I have
learned 2 finally accept it more & therefore deal with it better. But 2 never giv up hope. #MigraineChat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
@beth_morton Q5 I never thought about flipping it but I guess I would be a lot kinder to myself than I
am. Not sleeping well helps play horrible tricks on the mind when your low but I’m going to take time
for myself to cheer myself up definitely from tonight  ♀  #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@CSWhiteMD @beth_morton My mom felt a lot of guilt for passing it on. But tbh, there was no one
better at helping me through attacks. It's the care & understanding that stands out, not the genes. 💜
#MigraineChat 

Charlie Dimmock @Charlie_Dimmock 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. In respect to living with #migraine, how do you define self compassion?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/sFYy1QgYXf 

Gary Aspinall @GaryAspinall10 
@beth_morton A3: It took me a very long time 2 accept my headache condition. 15+ yrs at a guess.
There were so many times when i wud say "why me". So when an attack duz happen now, I have
learned 2 finally accept it more & therefore deal with it better. But 2 never giv up hope. #MigraineChat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
@beth_morton Sorry meant to add another great #MigraineChat a lot of research and work on myself
to do thank you 😊 
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JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A1) constantly working on the negative self talk and blame. Maybe I did too much, ate
a little that I shouldn't have, went to bed too late, and telling myself that those things alone aren't what
caused the flare. Over and over until I believe it. Or almost. #MigraineChat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton A2) THIS. It's a constant battle. I'm great at setting up accomodations.
But it's constant battle to let myself off the hook (as it were). #MigraineChat 

JenX @Jen9Cat 
@beth_morton A3) I try to think of how I would treat a close friend. If I can be the biggest cheerleader,
tell someone it's not their fault, tell them to do what feels good for them, why can't I do it for me?
Sometimes it helps. Sometimes not. Overall, I find it a good mindset #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@Jen9Cat @beth_morton Yes! Sometimes those thoughts are inevitable and i try and add the
opposite to balance it. “Maybe I did too much. Maybe I didn’t” If I can’t stop my mind from wandering I
can at position that the opposite of my worst beliefs are an equally weighted possibility #MigraineChat 

Brianne Benness @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: #NEISvoid If you have migraine and want a place to chat, please check out the
#MigraineChat Discord Server ⬇  https://t.co… 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @beth_morton: Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community.
Please consider joining the Discord #Migrain… 

Samantha Jayne Goddard @SamJayneGoddard 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. In respect to living with #migraine, how do you define self compassion?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/sFYy1QgYXf 

Petra Leinemann @petriedish 
RT @beth_morton: #NEISvoid If you have migraine and want a place to chat, please check out the
#MigraineChat Discord Server ⬇  

kelsey (she/they) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @beth_morton: Some Monday Gigs from @savvy_coop. None specifically for migraine, but for
some comorbidities & related. #MigraineChat On… 

Emily Stillwell @ecstillwell 
I have an MRA this week (booked in November), but never received my follow up HAS appointment
by mail. So I called to find out when it is. I was never booked. She booked me for May. Which means
no new preventive med until May. I cried. #migrainechat #NEISvoid 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@IsaidNae Yup, the trigger thing can get very blame-y, which leads to the guilt, and makes the self
compassion so much harder! I'm happy to see some headache docs moving away from it or at least
acknowledging the limitations. #MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
I'm currently nursing my own migraine flare, so I will pop in later to answer this month's questions. But
I wanted to start off with a "closing thought" by sharing something on theme, a poem I've written to
myself as a form of self-compassion (next tweets): #MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
please remember, this suffering is not your fault you deserve a life that feels good this pain won't be
the same forever and you are doing the best you can. 2/2 #MigraineChat 

turtle sarah @bisexualturtle 
a poem for a flare: dear one, as the aching settles in like a tightly-wrapped hug as the pain pierces like
meteors ablaze in the night sky as the tingling caresses like a cascade of feathers as your mind grows
tired like the hazy mist of a waterfall 1/2 #MigraineChat 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
Kinda fits with the #MigraineChat theme this month. 

B.Thorne @decoder000 
RT @MigraineColl: Fellow IIHers, please join put this LIVE chat on your calendars! Please retweet!
@IihAwareness @beanfatties @Letafadira @… 
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Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@fabriKatie I struggle so much with this, too. 💜 #MigraineChat 

Allison | The Nutmeg Diaries @NutmegDiaries 
Are you a fellow migraine sufferer? Here are my tips on managing your migraines! #migrainechat
#health https://t.co/DmIcespOyC 

MigraineCollective @MigraineColl 
Have you been told to get pregnant to “cure” your #migraine? #sexism #chronicmigraine
#migrainechat #NEISvoid 

Examine This Moment @ExamineMoments 
RT @NutmegDiaries: Are you a fellow migraine sufferer? Here are my tips on managing your
migraines! #migrainechat #health https://t.co/DmIc… 

Melbourne Headache Centre @melbheadache 
If #CGRP is raised in blood drawn from the external jugular vein during a #migraineattack shouldn’t
this implicate the #neck or extra cranial structures more than meningeal blood vessels (which drain
into the internal jugular vein)? #migraine #migrainechat 

Neuron Bot @NeuronBot 
RT @melbheadache: If #CGRP is raised in blood drawn from the external jugular vein during a
#migraineattack shouldn’t this implicate the #n… 

(((Nance))) wears Chuck Taylors &  @UpStander18 
Anyone else around Seattle get walloped with an instant migraine late this morning as the clouds
parted and the sun came out? Talk about proof that the barometric pressure wreaks havoc on well
being!!! #MigraineChat #Seattle 

Jan Southern @Jan_Southern 
RT @fabriKatie: A6. When I'm struggling to decide if/how to treat symptoms, I try telling myself that it's
not actually my responsibility t… 

Jan Southern @Jan_Southern 
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton I love that tip. #MigraineChat 

Jan Southern @Jan_Southern 
Lots of helpful tips from the migraine community on #MigraineChat. Thanks to @beth_morton - a good
person to follow, if you aren’t already. #migraine #selfcompassion 

Neuron Bot @NeuronBot 
RT @Jan_Southern: Lots of helpful tips from the migraine community on #MigraineChat. Thanks to
@beth_morton - a good person to follow, if y… 

Jan Southern @Jan_Southern 
@beth_morton That self-compassion is easier when it runs through my whole life, like a stick of rock.
That some days it’s easier than others & that’s ok. Trying to be curious about the times I’m not -
though that’s definitely a work in progress. #migrainechat 

Jan Southern @Jan_Southern 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Those boundaries are flexible things. Sometimes I think I’ll make
myself a little sign on a stick that I can simply hold up. It’ll say: Walk Away. Now. #MigraineChat 

The Mongering Menice 🇺🇸🇨🇦       🇨🇮 @krzycarew 
Waking up to left numbness in my finger tips and a flashing aura soon as got up to use the washroom.
Only lets me know a #migraine #migraineattack is on its way #MigraineChat FU Migraine 

The Mongering Menice 🇺🇸🇨🇦       🇨🇮 @krzycarew 
Waking up to left numbness in my finger tips and a flashing aura soon as I got up to use the
washroom. Only lets me know a #migraine #migraineattack is on its way #MigraineChat FU Migraine 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
#Hemiplegic #migraine, #pain, #numb, tingle & enlarged spreads throughout 1 side of the body
completely or in patches. The electric shocks range from static to 1000 ant bites where you feel the
need to rip the skin off. #MigraineChat #migraineattack #NEISvoid #ChronicPain
https://t.co/WAoiV1WvAg 
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Happy Bird Seeds @HappyBirdSeeds 
Find the Best Cannabis Seeds and Strains for Relief from Migraines. Headaches too.
https://t.co/oozYf33QdB #cannabis #seeds #growyourown #plantmedicine #cannabiscommunity
#cannabisculture #thc #cbd #cannabismedicinal #dope #mmj #headache #migraine #migrainechat
#migraineattack https://t.co/F12hrXTOzc 

Neuron Bot @NeuronBot 
RT @HappyBirdSeeds: Find the Best Cannabis Seeds and Strains for Relief from Migraines.
Headaches too. https://t.co/oozYf33QdB #cannabis #… 

Aura Webb @AurasWebb 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Have you found any practical tools, groups, resources, etc., that help you
cultivate self compassion or to be more min… 

Snoop Doge Token Marketing @HenryKias 
The new SnoopDoge meme token is here!🌴 🔥💨🚀✨ 💯 ✅ SnoopDogg holds the most tokens
✔  🔥 Liquidity incentives for holders ✔   10,000 Fresh Snoop themed Doge NFTs (soon) 
Coingecko listing (soon) 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1 #MigraineChat I am not compassionate with myself regarding migraine. I have so
much internalized ableism *&* a migraine role model who pretends like nothing is wrong and "just
pushes thru." MCAS is teaching me self-compassion because it has been more overwhelming (in my
case). 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A2 #MigraineChat To be brutally honest, no compassion was ever modeled in my
childhood, for any reason. I don't know how to do this, & I barely know what it looks like. 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A4 #MigraineChat See A2 - I never learned compassion, at home or in the military.
This is not a tool in my toolkit. Also, ableism makes illness compassion very hard. 

GHLF @GHLForg 
"Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at a young age &
experienced bullying, violence & #homophobia in suburban NY. I developed #migraines around the
same time." via @JosephCoe @Medium: https://t.co/sQfpOdkP7p #migrainechat #migraine 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Jessica Daitch @JessinCharlotte 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A5 #MigraineChat Work on my narrative and inner monologue. My Boomer Parent
says I have migraine because I am weak. Lots of negative messaging to overcome. 

Neuron Bot @NeuronBot 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

David Curtis @dave_curtis 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A6 #MigraineChat In additional to what's already been mentioned, I have found Toni
Bernhard's books (How to Be Sick; etc.) thought-provoking. She talks about mindfulness & finding
acceptance of her condition. I hope to make peace with it someday. 

Conner Mertens @ConnerM_GHLF 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 
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One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton CT #MigraineChat Well, thanks for the group therapy session this month, everyone.💜
Clearly I have a lot of work to do in this area. 

CreakyJoints.org @CreakyJoints 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Hayley Shasteen @hayleyphd 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Kidar Wolf ☢ Critical Meltdown @KidarWolf 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Grayson (he/him) @GraysonGoal 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
I need everyone to read this. I have spent more time being lectured on language use than being
supported by “advocates” and it is so incredibly harmful. Joe spells out this experience so well. 

SassyFNDLife @SassyFNDLife 
I know I've snapped at other when having a migraine attack I don't mean to & immediately wish I
hadn't but the pain & sensitivity of a migraine is intense. It's no excuse to snap but at the time, in that
state I don't think before I do. #migraineattack #MigraineChat https://t.co/aS5JWa6F4n 

ROBERT VELDT @14billionyear 
RT @SassyFNDLife: I know I've snapped at other when having a migraine attack I don't mean to &
immediately wish I hadn't but the pain & sen… 

Oh So Aud(rey) @pinky_or_brain 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Robert WILSON THOMAS @robertwt01 
RT @SassyFNDLife: I know I've snapped at other when having a migraine attack I don't mean to &
immediately wish I hadn't but the pain & sen… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Read this!  @JosephCoe nails it. I might model some language. I never correct people. And some
terms are 100% individual. 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: Read this!  @JosephCoe nails it. I might model some language. I never correct
people. And some terms are 100% individu… 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @beth_morton: Read this!  @JosephCoe nails it. I might model some language. I never correct
people. And some terms are 100% individu… 

🇭🇹♊⚽ 💜9¾ Felix Felicis @Xtel007 
Love this @JosephCoe 

🇭🇹♊⚽ 💜9¾ Felix Felicis @Xtel007 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: Read this!  @JosephCoe nails it. I might model some language. I never correct
people. And some terms are 100% individu… 

John Beidle @taxplanr 
#migrainechat #PTSD #migraine #Veterans #drugfree 
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Neuron Bot @NeuronBot 
RT @taxplanr: #migrainechat #PTSD #migraine #Veterans #drugfree https://t.co/YVZ8pYfwlk 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
RT @beth_morton: Read this!  @JosephCoe nails it. I might model some language. I never correct
people. And some terms are 100% individu… 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A3. It's either my fault or it's not. After living with this for a few years I can pinpoint if I
am not taking enough time for me, not sleeping well, getting lax with my diet. Everything else I just put
as out of my control and move forward with what I can control. #MigraineChat 

Emily @DahlingEmmi 
I need the collective consciousness. Computer screens are hugely aggravating but televisions less so
- linked to the flickering. I need to figure out if it’s the distance from my eyes or something in the
screen. #NEISvoid #migrainechat 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton A3. Sometimes I realize have done something to trigger the migraine - poor sleep,
wrong food choice, etc. Most of the time I don't blame myself, but realize I need to stick with my plan
and try not to deviate, b/c there are consequences when I do. 😢#migrainechat 

The Unrepentant Host @sluagh_sith 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

James Blynt @BlyntJames 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

John Applegate @JohnApp63499667 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @DahlingEmmi: I need the collective consciousness. Computer screens are hugely aggravating
but televisions less so - linked to the flick… 

Ally W R @allyrose77 
RT @SassyFNDLife: I know I've snapped at other when having a migraine attack I don't mean to &
immediately wish I hadn't but the pain & sen… 

Mathew Phillips @MathewP08163800 
Maybe migraines have a lot to do with stress. I used to think it was about hydration. #stressed
#Trauma #PTSD #MentalHealthMatters 

Tinu :Empress of Twerk, Thirst of My Line @Tinu 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Danielle Kempe, CFRE @DJDiG 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Ash    @TheQueerAgender 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Phoenix Mimi @mimi_phoenix 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

💖💄 Aoife ♿💜 @Aoiferocksitout 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Dianne Stevens @dstev9534 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 
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free amanda b!tch @2x4ft 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Google “The Dawn of Everything PDF” + Show Love 💕 @BeBraveMyLoves
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Jennifer Depew, RD @deNutrients 
Jargon is no help compared to adequate magnesium & niacin/methyl Bs, B1, B2, B5, 

President-Elect Phoney McCloney 🇨🇦 @ElectPhoney
RT @deNutrients: Jargon is no help compared to adequate magnesium & niacin/methyl Bs, B1, B2,
B5,

Mzungu Ayende @mzungu_ayende 
RT @deNutrients: Jargon is no help compared to adequate magnesium & niacin/methyl Bs, B1, B2,
B5,

Jen The Tinman 🐾🌈 they/them @UnxpctdAdvocate 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
[pregnancy, medical paternalism] 

Jenny Kramer @jenshawsheen 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
Can we the #migraine community warn our younger women that their #episodic migraine may
increase to #chronicmigraine with #perimenopause! Avoid an outcome like mine - I lost my job /
business & my home. Get informed before it starts. #NEISvoid #migraines #MigraineChat #health
https://t.co/F0RFR4vd5d 

Kelly @BrainDrainKelly 
RT @MigraineColl: Fellow IIHers, please join put this LIVE chat on your calendars! Please retweet!
@IihAwareness @beanfatties @Letafadira @… 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
@big_trot_energy @the92ndone Please don't fake migraine, those who actually have the
#neurological condition are quietly screaming at your words because we get the fallout from such
#migraine ignorance. #migraines #NEISvoid #ChronicPain #Disability #MigraineChat #migrainetwitter
#chronicmigraine #ourreality 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Jamal Tyler @favritRB 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

feral ann @creatingcarol 
RT @MigraineColl: Fellow IIHers, please join put this LIVE chat on your calendars! Please retweet!
@IihAwareness @beanfatties @Letafadira @… 

Corey Greenblatt @coreygreenblatt 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
I empathize w/@JosephCoe on being ridiculed on use of words when I'm speaking about my life
w/#migraine. Being corrected for your choice of words the second you say them, makes you feel
lesser of a person. Also, correcting them infront of others is inappropriate & unprofessional 
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Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @authorjpsummers: I empathize w/@JosephCoe on being ridiculed on use of words when I'm
speaking about my life w/#migraine. Being correct… 

Tatertot wants to #TurnFloridaBlue 🐾🇩🇪🇺🇸🐾 @Tatertot20101 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Veronica Rodriguez @IMV73 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Hildtom @Hildtom1 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Sue @SeeHateGoAway 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

FutureTimes15🍊 @FTimes15 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

MigraineCollective @MigraineColl 
If you lost weight in attempt to improve your #migraine or the frequency of attacks, did it actually help?
#chronicmigraine #IIH #headache #migraine #migrainechat #NEISvoid 

Milady Migraine + MS @MiladyMigraine 
RT @MigraineColl: If you lost weight in attempt to improve your #migraine or the frequency of attacks,
did it actually help? #chronicmigrai… 

Edith@ohhappydays @ETw8ting4sanity 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Danny Kendrick @dankaykay 
House Republicans Or you a doctor or do you think your god or you just stupid Republicans for the
frauds they are It's time to unmask your crimes. And we will. 

Leslie Vinson @lvinson58 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Fred Sparkman @sparky7u 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Angie Glaser @winedarkme 
Self-Care Practices for People with Migraine via @MigraineAgain - this fits nicely with February's
#MigraineChat https://t.co/CsvULqWdSL Self-care is not bubble baths and face masks! 

the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @Aletterfromhom1: I was officially diagnosed with TMJ disorder last week. I already have a mouth
guard but don’t want to start Botox til… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
This is what I was saying in #MigraineChat the other day. I learned how to handle "adversity" from an
ableist migraineur, which is to say, how to power through & pretend not to be disabled rather than how
to give my body the care & accommodations it needed. 

peternguyen.eth @dptbirder 
RT @winedarkme: Self-Care Practices for People with Migraine via @MigraineAgain - this fits nicely
with February's #MigraineChat https://t.… 

Steven Newmark @StevenNewmark 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 
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Rum Raisin @Pauletta57 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @winedarkme: Self-Care Practices for People with Migraine via @MigraineAgain - this fits nicely
with February's #MigraineChat https://t.… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
[cw weight loss] Poll in tweet below 👇 

UncoveredMyths @UncoveredMyths 
RT @OneSickVet: This is what I was saying in #MigraineChat the other day. I learned how to handle
"adversity" from an ableist migraineur, w… 

kelsey (she/they) @kelseysmigraine 
Adding #MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D. (She/Her)  @MindfulDrG 
@drjenwolkin Thoughts #MigraineChat? 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
That awkward moment when your cat wants in on your Public Service Announcement. Everyone say
hi to Jasper and don’t feel bad for needing to take medications to manage #chronicdisease. Link to
article and podcast I reference below. #migraine #migraines #migrainechat #spooniechat
https://t.co/kf9Nst4TRB 

Courtney S White, MD @CSWhiteMD 
RT @JosephCoe: That awkward moment when your cat wants in on your Public Service
Announcement. Everyone say hi to Jasper and don’t feel bad… 

Julie Fleck @ponderoften 
RT @beth_morton: Read this!  @JosephCoe nails it. I might model some language. I never correct
people. And some terms are 100% individu… 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
I think Jasper is saying that he should be included in our migraine toolkit. Medication: ✅ Catbutt: ✅
Language shaming: 🚫 

Jennifer Ann @jnifferann
RT @JosephCoe: That awkward moment when your cat wants in on your Public Service
Announcement. Everyone say hi to Jasper and don’t feel bad… 

Luna Ashke @Disabled_Luna 
RT @migrainesallday: I think Jasper is saying that he should be included in our migraine toolkit.
Medication: ✅ Catbutt: ✅ Language shaming… 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @migrainesallday: I think Jasper is saying that he should be included in our migraine toolkit.
Medication: ✅ Catbutt: ✅ Language shaming… 

Dawn M Gibson @DawnMGibson 
RT @JosephCoe: That awkward moment when your cat wants in on your Public Service
Announcement. Everyone say hi to Jasper and don’t feel bad… 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: That awkward moment when your cat wants in on your Public Service
Announcement. Everyone say hi to Jasper and don’t feel bad… 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @JosephCoe: That awkward moment when your cat wants in on your Public Service
Announcement. Everyone say hi to Jasper and don’t feel bad… 

colleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeen @sossajes 
Forwarding this to my husband post-haste. 
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Jamal Tyler @favritRB 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

RJ Brassfield @rjber15 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

One Sick Vet  @OneSickVet 
RT @JosephCoe: That awkward moment when your cat wants in on your Public Service
Announcement. Everyone say hi to Jasper and don’t feel bad… 

Patty Lehner @PattyLehner 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Gemgeogeek🌊🌊🇺🇸✌❤🌊🌊 #RESISTER @meloche_e 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

$David K Steppe @dstep65 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Lynne Revis @LynneleeRevis 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Felix Bongjoh @BongjohFelix 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 

Ida Love Nursing @IdaLoveNursing 
RT @GHLForg: "Are we spending too much time on nomenclature instead of outreach? I came out at
a young age & experienced bullying, violen… 
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